Changes of characteristics of neural stem cells in a neonatal rat model with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy.
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Abstract

This study aimed to investigate changes of characteristics of neural stem cells (NSCs) in a neonatal rat with hypoxic-ischemic brain damage (HIBD) and provide effective method and time window for the treatment of hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE). A total of 231 7-day-old neonatal SD rats were randomly divided into control, hypoxic and HIBD groups (n=77 per group). Each group was randomly divided into 7 subgroups according to the time of sacrifice. Immunohistochemistry analysis was performed to confirm the expression of Nestin and HE staining was performed to detect the pathological change of HIBD. NSCs were mainly distributed in hippocampus, ependyma of lateral ventricle, subventricular zone (SVZ), striatum and cortex in three groups, while NSCs in HIBD group presented a regional distribution. As compared with control and HIBD groups, the number of NSCs was higher in hypoxia group at the same time point from day 3 (P<0.05). There was no difference in the number of NSCs in control and HIBD group at the same time of sacrifice (P>0.05) except day 3. The similar tendency of the number of NSCs was observed in 3 groups. There was no difference in NSCs number at the same time of sacrifice among 3 groups within 3 days except hypoxia group. After 3 days, there was a trend of decreased number of NSCs in 3 groups with extending time (P<0.05). NSCs existed in brain tissue with pathological changes in the rats with HIBD all the way, and NSCs could benefit from hypoxia in a certain time.
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Introduction

Neonatal hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) and neonatal hypoxic-ischemic brain damage (HIBD) that results from asphyxia in the perinatal period, both have a poor long-term outcome and are major causes of disability of nervous system in childhood. HIE is not only a common disease among perinatal diseases, but also an important reason which can result in long-term lingering effects of nervous system including abnormal behavior, severe epilepsy, mental retardation, cerebral palsy and others. To date, the specific pathophysiology of HIE caused by perinatal hypoxia and the effective strategies for the treatment of HIE are poorly understood [1]. Although advances have been made, there is still no consensus for the treatment of HIE [2, 3]. Therefore, HIE has become a major problem that seriously affects the quality of life of children worldwide. Though the effective therapies for HIE are absent, the study about the pathologic mechanism of HIE remains a basic way for seeking effective treatment strategies of HIE. Studies have showed that one of the reasons that result in permanent HIBD is that neural stem cells (NSCs) located in SVZ are sensitive to hypoxia/ischemia, thus, causing neural cells necrosis and apoptosis one after another [4]. So far, NSCs from specific brain areas or developed from progenitors of different sources are of therapeutic potential for neurodegenerative diseases. The treatment strategies involve (i) transplantation of exogenous NSCs; (ii) pharmacological modulations of endogenous NSCs; and (iii) modulation of endogenous NSCs via the transplantation of exogenous NSCs. There has been a consensus about the therapeutic potential of transplanted NSCs [5], while less is known about its mechanism. In this present study, neonatal rat model with HIBD was established to observe the changes of characteristics of neural stem cells. Our study may provide an effective method and the time of therapeutic window for the clinical application of NSCs in treatment of HIE.

Material and Methods

Animals and grouping

A total of 231 Sprague-Dawley (SD) neonate rats aged 7 days and weighing 10-12g (specific pathogen free) were purchased from the Center for Laboratory Animals of Acad-
domly selected for examination and thus 50 fields were employed for the detection of the positive cells. Then, the number of Nestin positive cells was calculated in each group.

**Statistical analysis**

All data were shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD) for normally distributed continuous variables, and statistical analysis was performed with SPSS version 13.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Analysis of variance was performed to determine comparisons among different groups. Differences with P < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

**Results**

**Behavior of rats with HIBD**

After ligation of left common carotid artery and hypoxia for 10 min, rats appeared dysphoria; hypoxia for 15-20 min caused cyanosis and deep rapid breathing; hypoxia for 20-30 min led to unstable standing and dragging step of right hind limb during creeping; hypoxia for 35-60 min significantly reduced the activity; hypoxia for more than 1 h caused lethargy and irritability in 90% of rats with HIBD. At 1 h after post-hypoxic re-oxygenation, rats circled towards left side. Abnormal behaviors were not observed among rats receiving hypoxia alone.

**Pathological examination of brain in the rat with HIBD**

At 3 h after ischemia/hypoxia, focal karyopyknosis of neurons was observed in the left cortex and striatum; the lesions in the striatum were enlarged and there were some small lesions presented in the hippocampus and thalamus at 6 h; massive necrosis in the cortex, striatum, hippocampus and thalamus and degradation or absence of cells were observed at 24 h; at day 3 after hypoxia/ischemia, proliferation of glial cells around the lesions was observed while a great deal of pyknotic nuclei and nuclear debris at the center of lesions were also noted; only a few pyknotic nuclei and proliferative glial cells increased at day 7; A great loss of neurons was observed in the lesions and glial scars presented in cortex, striatum, hippocampus and thalamus at days 14 and 21. In control group, the brain had clear structural layers and cells presented clear borderline, and the nucleus were located at the center of the cells.

**NSCs morphological changes of left hemisphere at different time of sacrifice**

NSCs were mainly distributed in hippocampus, ependyma of lateral ventricle, SVZ, striatum and cortex in control group. NSCs of hippocampus were mainly located in molecular layer, cone cell layer and endoparticle cell layer. The number of NSCs was high within 3 days, while 50 fields were employed for the detection of the positive cells. Then, the number of Nestin positive cells was calculated in each group.
area, while the number of NSCs in karyomitosis increased, particularly in ependym and SVZ. At days 1 and 3, though a large number of tissue necrosis was observed in necrotic area, NSCs and neurosphere still could be found. At day 7, more necrosis and atrophy of brain tissues were observed with proliferation of surrounding tissues, while neurosphere and residual NSCs still existed in necrotic area. At day 14, necrosis and atrophy further aggravated, even hollow, resulting in the distribution range of NSCs more narrowed, however, the proliferation of NSCs still could be found in necrotic area. At day 21, along with the regional distribution of further reduction, most NSCs existed in other nerve cells with a single form, while a few neurospheres with proliferation of NSCs still could be observed.

Changes of characteristics of NSCs in rats with HIBD

Table 1. Number of Nestin positive cells in left hemisphere of different groups (mean±SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Control (n=11)</th>
<th>Hypoxia (n=11)</th>
<th>HIBD (n=11)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3h</td>
<td>95.10±12.70</td>
<td>94.60±6.72</td>
<td>93.10±8.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6h</td>
<td>94.50±12.20</td>
<td>94.50±6.72</td>
<td>93.10±8.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1d</td>
<td>94.60±6.72</td>
<td>92.8±12.99</td>
<td>88.2±9.54</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d</td>
<td>94.60±6.72</td>
<td>77.2±9.94</td>
<td>88.9±6.39</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7d</td>
<td>94.60±6.72</td>
<td>77.2±9.94</td>
<td>77.2±7.04</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14d</td>
<td>66.70±12.79</td>
<td>77.2±9.94</td>
<td>67.70±7.04</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21d</td>
<td>94.50±6.72</td>
<td>77.2±9.94</td>
<td>77.2±7.04</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NSCs, commonly existing in nervous system of embryo and adults, can form nerve cell, astrocyte and oligodendrocyte, which may have an active role in the repair of brain tissue damage. Therefore, NSCs have been considered to be of potential value for the treatment of nervous system degenerative disease and HIE. At present, there have two paths for nervous system degenerative disease therapy via NSCs as follows: one method is to directly activate NSCs of brain, inducing endogenous NSCs self repair and differentiation, but it is still limited to mammals experimental research stage; another method is to transplant NSCs into brain tissues [7-10].

In this study, NSCs existed in brain tissue all the way in 3 groups at different time of sacrifice. We found that the number of NSCs was higher in hypoxia group compared with control and HIBD groups. The reason may relate to the proliferation of static or inactive NSCs caused by hypoxia. In addition, the dual function of hypoxia/ischemia may aggravate the damage of NSCs. The proliferation of NSCs can be activated in early time of hypoxia-ischemia, which probably has several reasons as follows: NSCs possibly have specific mechanism of resistance to death; the required time of activation of ion channel and protein expression related to hypoxia-ischemia in NSCs is shorter compared with other cells [11-13]. However, the tolerance of NSCs to hypoxia-ischemia is limited to the time and degree of hypoxia-ischemia. Study suggested that 8% oxygen could have an up-regulation role to the proliferation of NSCs [14]. Hypoxia can be aggravated with ischemia followed by necrosis and liquefaction of brain tissues. Though the proliferation of NSCs in lesion area and surrounding tissues was still on, NSCs died off in lesion area and differentiation of NSCs in surrounding tissues was accelerated after a period of time, consequently, lesion tissues were repaired with glial scar and hollow. In this study, after the proliferation of NSCs to a certain extent, it presented a decreasing trend and the turning time points of 3 groups were almost at day 3, which indicated that age could play a leading role in this change.

The serious damages on children caused by HIE have provoked an intensive search for novel treatment strategies. Though the therapeutic effect of hyperbaric oxygen treatment is not sure, clinical treatment is still keeping trying. In this present study, NSCs existed in lesion area all the way in HIBD group. In addition, the number of NSCs increased in a certain time, while decreased after a period of time. Though the proliferation of NSCs could
benefit from hypoxia, there was a time of window. These findings suggest that earlier interruption of NSCs is key point for HIE treatment. Moreover, the method of early use of hyperbaric oxygen for HIE treatment remains to be reacquainted.

At present, most researches [15] emphasize on the therapeutic effect of exogenous NSCs transplantation on HIE, simultaneously neglecting the problems of immunological rejection, reconstruction of the cell loop, integration of function and assessment of prognosis, or emphasize on the therapeutic effect of some interference factors on HIBD at a certain time point, neglecting their dynamic effect on nerve regeneration at different time points and its mechanism. It’s certain that NSCs can be used to treat damage and degenerative disease of nervous system. However, due to the limitations of exogenous NSCs, it may be more promising to induce endogenous NSCs to repair nervous system damage, especially in neonatal HIE, in which attentions should be paid to the time window of inducing endogenous NSCs’ proliferation and differentiation. In this study, the change rules of NSCs were seek out by dynamically observing characteristics of NSCs of rats during the course of HIBD, providing the time window for treating HIE in this way. It should be noted that the observation time in present study was 21 days and could not represent the entire course of HIBD, and therefore, longer observation time of HIBD should be concerned further in the future study.

In this present study, the proliferation of NSCs occurs in the early stages of HIE, while the number of NSCs decreases with the progress of the disease, and eventually NSCs die off. Moreover, hypoxia can promote the proliferation of NSCs in a certain time, which indicates that appropriate time of hyperbaric oxygen application should be employed for HIE treatment.
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